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NEWSLETTER – October 2013

This month’s edition covers the usual topics and also includes some aspects of our future as a club and our
venue. It has become very noticeable that most of the members are not making use of the layout which raises
the question do we need semi permanent layouts and secondly our tenure at Checkers is coming to an end. So
I am calling a meeting of all members on Saturday 23

rd
November so that we can discuss the future of our

layouts and the needs of the members. Also as addendums there is an article supplied by one our members, I
hope that you enjoy this issue and the news contained herein.

REPORT BACK ON EVENTS

Layout Visit to see Ralph Davey’s Southern Pacific Model Railroad

We were again priveledged to be invited to the home of one of our members to see and enjoy his model railway
world. We last visited Ralph about 15 months ago and he has made some progress mainly in the manufactute
and installation of signals. These are all 2 aspect red and green American SP style and are controllable by
manually operated switches. The logic and automation at present is in the mind of the station master but the
intention is to fully interlock with block control and route selection one day. (A major task and one that all of us
would love to have, I am only a quarter of the way there!)

The track configuration is a folded
dog-bone with a double track
continuos run with one main line
passenger station and there are
several industrial sidings. This
photo shows the one end of the
dog bone with station on top left,
an industrial area in the fore
ground and the main engine
facility with the yellow building. All
are housed in a purpose built
wooden cabin/ hut/ shed (what is
the correct word?) on stilts with
built in toilet wash basin and
airconditioners. Definitley a
mans room for his hobby, keeps
him and his trains out of the
house!

One of Ralphs passion is the Southern Pacific, especially the large steam engines. Remember the last issue of
the Newsletter contained his article on the cab forwards and other locos, well here is his model of a cab forward
in all its glory. A magnificant model with all the bells and whistles and plenty of pulling power.



The other end of the dog bone is more of a rural area where the mainline gains some elevation in a wooded
area. More industrial sidings and a small coal mine located up in the corner. Note the new signals!.

Along the back wall of the room is the straight section that joins the two dog bone ends. The two
double tracks are at different elevations as can be seen and is very effectively separated by clever
scenicking and the double arched bridge. On the lower tack can be seen a rake of his favourite
American diesels on their way to collect their transcontinental freight train.

Also on Ralphs wish list is to run operating sessions with a few of his friends. His layout has plenty of scope for
freight train operations as there is at least 4 industrial siding areas, a coal mine as well as mainline passenger
and long distant freighters. With detailed work schedules and working signals this could be fun so Ralph we are
waiting for the day!!



So are all these locos having been serviced and refueled also want to get back to work.

We were also treated to a variety of goodies for a finger lunch plus the cool drinks out in the garden. These
layout visits are always good get-to-gethers as much banter, bragging, betting ,bullshit and laughter amongst the
members is a good steam let off for all so to Ralph, his wife and supporting team many thanks for a most
enjoyable visit to see your wonderful world of Southern Pacific. May it grow and provide many hours of fun.

OPERATING SESSIONS

We have had two operating sessions so far, both having been most enjoyable for the drivers but a real challenge
for the station master/controller of trains. The designed schedule has worked quite well and has now been fine
tuned to make it less stressfull and for the local goods train more time to perfom its schedule.

Next session will be on this coming Saturday Nov 16
th

so if interested and want tp partake get in touch with me.
Each driver to bring his own train and be prepared to let another drive it for a while. The trains required include;

 North bound fast passenger and a freight train
 South Bound passenger and a freight train
 Local passenger Diesel Multiple Unit or similar that can run in both directions
 Local Goods train; I will supply all the trucks and loco, but you can operate it with your loco if you

want to. Again it must run in both directions without turning around, a small diesel with tension
lock couplings is ideal.

So come and enjoy the fun, I will send out an e mail a few days before requesting who is attending and with what
train.

Some Sad News
The model railway fraternity has recently lost two stalwart members of our hobby.

With great sadness, we hear of the death of Chris Hosken. Chris was a founder member of the Hornby Railway
Collectors Association of South Africa and also served as its Chairman for two years. He was best known to all
their members as the long-time Editor of the HRCASA Newsletter – a position which he filled with great skill,
passion and enthusiasm. We shall all miss his friendship, his knowledge of railway matters generally and of
Hornby in particular.

Last week I learned of the untimely death of Patrick Goodenough who passed away in his sleep in his hotel room
in Germany. He was over there on a training course. Patrick was well known in modelling circles in Gauteng.
He was a stalwart member and current Chairman of the TSWABAC Model Railway Club in Pretoria, had the
Reisners Model shop and always had a table at the different Swopmeets. He will be sorely missed. Our
condolences go to his wife and daughters.

It was with Patrick that I was arranging the TSWABAC visit to us in the next few weeks and our return visit to
them early next year. So that is now on hold.



FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Due to our uncertain future it has been dificult to make firm plans but the attached EVENTS Callendar give some
tentative dates.

Meeting of Members. First I want to hold a meeting with all members to discuss the stuation with our current
venue at Checkers Hyerama. I have been visited by a young lady from their Head office to read the electricity
meter and have been told that all tenents including the Checkers shop will be closing down and vacating the
buildings from 1

st
january. The new owners intend to spend R72 million to completely renovate the premises

which will take 6-9 months. So our future in this shopping centre has probably come to an end. Your views and
suggestions welcomed so please attend. We must consider;

 Dismantling and storage of all our modules and other property.
 Future venue.
 Anuual General Meeting.
 Possible visits and activities.

EXHIBITION LAYOUTS

Not much progress to report but the question now is do we need them? What do we do with them? I reckon
that we certainly complete them as if we only find a small venue they have a better chance of being set up, and
we will need them for HobbiTech and other shows. So we must complete them. What is your view? Come and
discuss if you have any interest.

WEDNESDAY OPENING.

There is ( is there?) a demand for opening on Wednesdays for the pensioners and retired people so it has
been agreed that we will open up on the second and fourth Wednesdays of every month from late morning
11ish till mid afternoon. So one of the following persons will open up on these days as all have keys.

Ron Poole 083 469 8808; Bob Woodhead 083 283 6504
Doug Langford 076 370 0072 Colin T-Tremaine 082 828 0665

I was there on both October days and guess what; I was the only one there!
Is there a need to open on Wednesdays??

FOR SALE
If you have anything that you wish to sell please let me know and I can include them here.

 Rolling stock carry cases can be made to suit your requirements by Barry Smith who stays in Unit 20,
Rynpark 7, Benoni. Tel 011 747 7754, Cell 082 929 8889. He has quoted me for cases made from
meranti and hardboard as follows

 600 x 350 x 10 @ R250;

 400 x 400 x 10 @ R240 and

 800 x350 x 10 @ R300 If interested contact him directly.

Modelling Articles

As mentioned above please find attached an article written by one of our past members, highly informative and
interesting so thanks to Johan. Any more budding authors out there?

Cheers for now, enjoy your layouts and trains and have fun,

Colin TT

082 828 0665 / cttremaine@mweb.co.za



One of the most important steps in airbrushing is selecting the
correct airbrush for the type of work planned, the size of work to be

done, the fineness of line and the materials to be sprayed.

TYPES OF AIRBRUSHES
There are two categories of airbrushes

 Single action airbrushes

 Double action airbrushes
These types of airbrushes include those that use gravity and those that use suction. The most practical
kind is those that use gravity, simple and easier to clean. There are so many makes of airbrushes that it is
impossible to mention them.

SINGLE ACTION AIRBRUSHES:
These airbrushes have a trigger to regulate the flow of air, while the outlet of paint remains fixed. It is
however necessary to stop painting to change the flow of paint through an adjustable needle. This type of
airbrush is recommended as one of the best for beginners. It can be used for any type of paint and
because the flow rate of paint is constant, it is simple to handle.

DOUBLE ACTION AIRBRUSHES:
These airbrushes are designed for retouching photographs. They are more complicated and harder to use
but once mastered, they offer far more possibilities for modeling. A trigger controls the outlet of both air
and paint: the air is controlled by a vertical movement of pressure downward and the paint with a horizontal
movement from front to back. The vertical movement activates a valve that allows the entry of more or less
air; the horizontal movement moves a needle that regulates the supply of paint. It is in this double action
that its capacity lies – as well as its difficulties. It is necessary to find the right balance between the flow of
the air and the paint.

ADVICE WHEN BUYING:
Given the enormous variety of airbrushes, deciding which one to buy needs careful thought - not only in
terms of price but also in ease of use.
Spray guns are all practically the same: the best advice is to buy the most affordable.
Single action airbrushes vary considerably in price: you just have to shop around to find the best deal.
In double action airbrushes it is recommended to buy those with gravity feed and a medium-size tank on
the top that allows good access for cleaning.

AIR SUPPLY:
It is very important that the airbrush has a proper source of air.
Examples are:

 Bottled compressed air

 Pedal operated mechanical pump

 Compressors

WEATHERING TECHNIQUES:
No matter how detailed a model is it is not authentic looking without being weathered. Dirt, grime, grease
and soot are all present even on the newest real life version. Serious modelers in the railroad and diorama
categories weather their projects. The degree of weathering is up to the modeler.
Though other means exist, weathering and aging effects are best achieved with an airbrush.
Before attempting to weather a model, practice on a card, paper or an old model so that fine control is
developed before application on the new project.

SPRAYING BRASS/METAL LOCOMOTIVES:
The airbrush has become the accepted paint spraying tool for most locomotive and railroad hobbyists.
Because of the fine detail on metal and brass locomotives, a fine detailing tool like the airbrush is needed
to apply the paint effectively without covering detail and etching. The airbrush should be set at fine setting
to prevent overspray. This will prevent build-up in corners and possible runs. To obtain a quality paint
job, proper cleaning and disassembly is required prior to painting. The drive train and motor should
be removed or masked. To assure proper paint adhesion, all oil and grease must be removed from the
surfaces to be painted. The best is to use a water soluble degreaser and not thinners because the thinner
does not clean the surface but only spreads the contamination evenly over the surface.



AIRBRUSHING METAL CASTINGS:
White metal and brass lost wax castings can be painted by brush or airbrush. Although favourable results
can be achieved with camel’s hair or sable brushes, the airbrush is the ideal tool. The airbrush will apply
the paint in thinner but more complete covering coats and will not blot-out the cast-in detailing. The
airbrush coating will also be more even and smoother.

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE OF THE AIRBRUSH:
The airbrush is a precision engineered tool for professionals and hobbyists. Like a good watch, it requires
proper handling. Proper care and common sense will produce a long service life. Keep the airbrush and
jar clean at all times and do not leave the airbrush standing with paint for long periods, since this tends to
gum up the internal feed channels. Keeping the airbrush clean cannot be stressed too strongly. Most
of the problems encountered can be traced back to an airbrush that has not been cleaned properly. If the
needle is removed from the airbrush for cleaning purposes, which should be done after using, (use proper
solvent) makes sure it is replaced properly and is snug against the tip. Do not jam it into the tip. Residual
stain will remain on the needle. A method of polishing it is to hold the needle flat on a worktable, run a pink
eraser the length of the needle (being extremely careful not to bend the tip) turn the needle slowly by rolling
it towards you. This will remove all stains and paint particles from the needle body. Be sure to remove all
eraser particles by running the needle between your thumb and forefinger. Always protect the tip of the
needle; it may project beyond the spray regulator and be susceptible to bending.

TROUBLE SHOOTING:
1. Grainy spray: Caused by paint being too thick; add water sparingly to paint mixture, check the

needle and regulator tip for dried paint, and check the air supply.
2. Buckling paper: Paint may be too thin; add pigment to thicken the mixture. Do not airbrush as

heavily in one area; move more rapidly or lessen your spray.
3. Paint blobs at ends of stroke: Paint is sprayed before moving the hand and the hand is stopped

before the paint flow is shut off.
4. Flared ends: Caused by turning the wrist while airbrushing; the whole forearm should move

horizontally across the surface.
5. Centipedes: Caused by spraying too much paint too close to the surface. If a fine line is desired,

lightly pull back on the front lever.
6. Splattering: Caused by permitting the needle to snap back into tip. Always release the lever

gently. Check for dried paint on needle or tip.
7. Curved stroke: Caused by arcing the arm too close to the surface; the arm should always be

parallel to work, unless this effect is desired.
8. Restricted spray: Can be caused by spray regulator being screwed too tightly into head; open up

a turn or two.
9. Bubbles through colour cup: The spray regulator might be turned out too far; turn it back in a

few turns. Colour cup stem may be clogged.
10. Colour spray cannot be shut off: Tip may be clogged; this is recognised by a “spongy” feel when

needle is set into tip. A reamer can be used to clean out dry, gummy colour in tip by pushing it
gently into the tip, slowly remove and rotate at the same time, removing the reamer gently, turning
the reamer, and pushing it gently back into the tip. Repeat until residue is out of the tip. Run clean
water through the airbrush. Take extreme care throughout this operation.

11. Spitting: Caused by residue on the needle or in the colour cup. Paint may be too thick to operate
properly, Teflon head seal may not be seated properly.

TIPS:

 Always spray in a well ventilated area or use a spray booth as the fumes of the paint is not good for the
health. A respirator is also a good idea (It’s your lungs you are protecting)

 The paint must be sieved through a tea strainer to eliminate any foreign particles as the needle of the
airbrush can clog up very quickly.

 When measuring and mixing small quantities of paint use an eyedropper.

 Preparing and cleaning up between colours is rather tedious and therefore it is practical to spray
several projects with one colour at a time, before going on to the next colour.

Once you have tried airbrushing you find your models take on a new dimension.
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